Language

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Reading-Writing Workshop Using Sensory

Put a checkmark next to the sentence in each pair
that gives the clearest picture of the subject or
topic of the description.
1. The teddy bear is cute.
2. The teddy bear has soft, brown fur and two
bright button eyes.
3. I had a piece of hot, spicy apple pie with a thick
slice of sharp cheddar cheese.
4. I had dessert.
5. The table had lots of food on it.
6. On the long serving table were bowls of appetizing fresh salads and steaming hot vegetables.
7. The young singer sang a slow Spanish folk song
with a beautiful melody.
8. The singer sang a song.

9. The bird sat on the branch.

10. The fish swam in the water.
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What sensory details could you add to each of these
sentences?
TRANSPARENCY RWW 2–4
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Using Sensory Language

Language

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Reading-Writing Workshop Using Sensory

Put a checkmark next to the sentence in each pair
that gives the clearest picture of the subject or
topic of the description.
1. The teddy bear is cute.
✔ 2. The teddy bear has soft, brown fur and two
bright button eyes.

✔ 3. I had a piece of hot, spicy apple pie with a thick
slice of sharp cheddar cheese.
4. I had dessert.
5. The table had lots of food on it.
✔ 6. On the long serving table were bowls of appetizing fresh salads and steaming hot vegetables.

✔ 7. The young singer sang a slow Spanish folk song
with a beautiful melody.
8. The singer sang a song.

9. The bird sat on the branch.
Possible answer: The large blue bird sat on the top branch of
the old apple tree singing a lovely song.

10. The fish swam in the water.
Possible answer: The small silvery fish swam in the clear, blue
water of the bay.
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What sensory details could you add to each of these
sentences? Answers will vary.
TRANSPARENCY RWW 2–4
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